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Abstract

Small copy numbers of many molecular species in biological cells require stochastic
models of the chemical reactions between the molecules and their motion. Important re-
actions often take place on one dimensional structures embedded in three dimensions with
molecules migrating between the dimensions. Examples of polymer structures in cells are
DNA, microtubules, and actin filaments. An algorithm for simulation of such systems is
developed at a mesoscopic level of approximation. An arbitrarily shaped polymer is cou-
pled to a background Cartesian mesh in three dimensions. The realization of the system
is made with a stochastic simulation algorithm in the spirit of Gillespie. The method is
applied to model problems for verification and two more detailed models of transcription
factor interaction with the DNA.
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1 Introduction
Genetically identical cells can have very different phenotype. The explanation to this observation
is that in addition to different environmental exposure, random fluctuations in gene expression
are important (9; 24; 25; 27; 29). The number of molecules involved in gene expression is often
low, they have variable distribution in space, and the chemical reactions occur with a certain
probability when two molecules are in the vicinity of each other.

In many cases, the only way to understand complex biochemical networks involving gene
regulation is to use computer simulations. Macroscopic, deterministic models of gene regulation
based on ordinary or partial differential equations for the concentrations of the chemical species
will not capture crucial effects of these networks. Stochastic modeling on a mesoscale is necessary
where the discreteness and the inherent randomness of the systems is accounted for. There is
also recently developed experimental techniques to follow single molecules in living cells for
corroboration of the computational models e.g. for gene regulation (8; 14; 26).

At a mesoscopic level of modeling, the spatial domain is partitioned into voxels and the state
of the system is given by the copy numbers of the species in each voxel. The molecules move by
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diffusion to neighboring voxels and react with other molecules in the same voxel. The probability
density function (PDF) for the state of the system satisfies a reaction-diffusion master equation
(RDME). The dimension of the domain of the solution is the number of voxels times the number
of species. Except for very small systems, the RDME cannot be solved numerically due to the
high dimension of the domain. A computationally feasible alternative is to generate trajectories
of the system using a method like Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) (13) or
further developments suitable for space dependent problems (6; 7) and collect statistics for the
moments of the distribution or to approximate the PDF. Space is discretized and the time
for the next diffusion or reaction event is sampled from an exponential distribution. Software
for Cartesian and unstructured spatial meshes is found in (5; 7; 10; 15; 18). The DNA is a
one dimensional (1D) submanifold embedded in three space dimensions. Other examples of
1D structures in cells are microtubules and actin filaments for transport of molecules between
organelles in an eukaryote cell.

A more accurate simulation is obtained with a microscopic model where the diffusion and
reactions of single molecules are tracked. The molecules move by Brownian motion and react
with a certain probability when they are close. The diffusion is simulated by solving a stochas-
tic differential equation for the position of the molecules using small timesteps in time-driven
realizations in (1; 21). Another approach called Green’s-Function Reaction Dynamics (GFRD)
is developed in (30) where the time to the next event is sampled from analytically defined
or numerically computed probability distributions in event-driven realizations of the chemical
systems. Space is continuous in implementations of the microscopic model. For small voxel
sizes at the meso level, there is a breakdown of the model (19) compared to the microscopic
model. Corrections to reaction rate coefficients are derived in (11; 12; 16) from the probability
distributions and the behavior at the micro level.

An algorithm is proposed in this paper to simulate biochemical systems at a mesoscopic level
of approximation where there are 1D structures of codimension 2 such as polymers embedded in
three dimensional (3D) space. Molecules react and diffuse in 3D and on the polymers and migrate
between the 1D submanifolds and 3D space. The algorithm is an extension of Gillespie’s direct
SSA (13) and its adaptation to spatially dependent problems in the Next Subvolume Method
(NSM) (6; 7). The 3D domain is covered by voxels organized in a Cartesian mesh. The geometry
of the 1D structure is of arbitrary smooth shape and it is partitioned into subsegments. The
state of the system is given by the time dependent copy number of the chemical species in each
voxel in 3D and each subsegment in 1D. The coupling between the discretization in 3D and in
1D assumes that the distribution of the molecules is uniform inside the voxels and subsegments.
The results of the simulations with the algorithm are compared to PDFs satisfying the partial
differential equations of the microscopic level in examples with simple polymer geometries. The
GFRD method in (17) is extended to curved 1D structures embedded in 3D and compared to
mesoscopic simulations for a circular polymer. The DNA and its interaction with transcription
factors and repressors at a specific binding site are modeled in a bacterial cell using our method
in the two final examples. Experimental and theoretical support for the DNA model is found in
(14; 23).

All parameters are given in SI-units, e.g. a length is in m, time is in s, reaction coefficients
on the microscale in m2=s or m3=s depending on the dimension, and a diffusion coefficient is in
m2=s. Vectors and matrices are written in boldface. A vector u has the components ui and the
elements of a matrix A are Aij . The Euclidean norm is denoted by k � k.
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2 The microscale model
The Smoluchowski equation (28) is the governing equation for the PDF for the position of a
molecule and for a reaction with another molecule with extended boundary conditions by Collins
and Kimball (4). The molecules diffuse by Brownian motion and the reaction propensities are
given by microscopic association and dissociation rates ka;micro and kd;micro.

2.1 Molecules in three dimensions
Assume that a single molecule A3 in free 3D space is at position x0 at time t0. The PDF for its
position x at a later time t is p3(x; tjx0; t0). The molecule moves by Brownian motion with the
diffusion coefficient D3. The PDF satisfies the diffusion equation

@tp3 = D3∆p3; (1)

with initial condition

p3(x; t0jx0; t0) = �(kx� x0k); (2)

and a vanishing probability at 1

lim
kxk!1

p3(x; tjx0; t0) = 0: (3)

Without boundaries and other molecules in the system, the PDF for the new position is a
Gaussian

p3(x; tjx0; t0) = 1
(4�D3∆t)3=2 exp

�
�kx� x0k2

4D3∆t

�
; (4)

where ∆t = t� t0.

2.2 Molecules in one dimension
Consider a one dimensional polymer P with the arc length coordinate s 2 [0; smax] and normal
n. The radius of P is � in the n-direction and it is embedded in 3D and has a smooth geometry.
Molecules diffuse on P with diffusion coefficient D1 and may react with each other when they
meet. A molecule cannot pass another molecule on the polymer. The PDF p1(s; tjs0; t0) for the
position of a molecule A1 on P starting at s0 at time t0 satisfies the diffusion equation in 1D

@tp1 = D1
@2p1

@s2 ; (5)

with initial condition

p1(s; t0js0; t0) = �(s� s0); (6)

and Neumann boundary conditions at s = 0 and s = smax. The reversible reaction between two
species A1 and B on a polymer is

A1 + B
ka;micro



kd;micro

C: (7)
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Assume that B of width �B is located at sB and can react with many A1 and that A1 is in
[sB + �B=2; smax]. The sum of the copy numbers of A1 and C is then constant. The boundary
condition for p1 at sB + �B=2 is (cf. (22))

D1
@p1

@s

����
s=sB+�B=2

= ka;microp1(sB + �B=2; tjs0; t0)� kd;microp1(�; tjs0; t0): (8)

If A1 is in [0; sB � �B=2] then

D1
@p1

@s

����
s=sB��B=2

= ��ka;microp1(sB � �B=2; tjs0; t0)� kd;microp1(�; tjs0; t0)
�
: (9)

By conservation of A1 and C, the probability p1(�; tjs0; t0) that a C has been formed on P in
(t0; t] and is present at sB at time t is given by

p1(�; tjs0; t0) = 1�
Z smax

0
p1(s; tjs0; t0) ds:

If ka;micro > 0 then the molecules can react with each other and when kd;micro > 0 they can be
split apart. The other molecule serves as a roadblock for A1 when ka;micro = 0.

2.3 Interaction with the polymer
The free molecule A3 in Sect. 2.1 can react with P , diffuse on it and eventually dissociate from
the polymer. When it is bound to P it is transformed to A1 and the reactions are

A3 + P
ka;micro



kd;micro

A1 + P: (10)

The PDF for A3 in 3D satisfies (1) if it is in free space and the PDF for A1 in 1D satisfies (5) if
it is moving freely on P . Introduce a curvilinear coordinate system (n; �; s) with n increasing in
the normal direction from the polymer, � being the azimuthal position, and s increasing along
the polymer. Assume that � is small. Then the boundary condition for (1) at the polymer is

2��D3
@p3

@n

����
n=�

= ka;microp3(�; �; s; tjx0; t0)� kd;microp1(s; tjx0; t0): (11)

The equation in (5) is modified with a source term due to the boundary terms in (11)

@tp1 = D1
@2p1

@s2 + ka;micro
1

2�

Z 2�

0
p3(�; �; s; tjx0; t0) d�� kd;microp1(s; tjx0; t0)

= D1
@2p1

@s2 + ka;microp3(�; �; s; tjx0; t0)� kd;microp1(s; tjx0; t0):
(12)

Equation (12) is derived by letting p1 be the integral of the 3D solution inside P over the circle
of radius � in the (n; �)-plane. The second right hand side is a good approximation if � is so
small that p3 can be considered independent of �. Similar conditions are derived in (3).

3 The mesoscopic model
In the mesoscopic model, the spatial domain of interest Ω is partitioned into voxels !m; m =
1; : : : ;M3, such that !i \ !j = ; and

SM3
m=1 !m = Ω. The state of a space dependent chemical
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system at time t is given by the copy numbers of the species in each voxel. Molecules of two
reacting species in the same voxel form a new compound with a certain probability and a
molecule jumps to an adjacent voxel with a probability depending on the diffusion coefficient.

The domain is here a cube of size L�L�L with a Cartesian mesh aligned with the coordinate
directions. The voxels !ijk; i; j; k = 1; : : : ; N; are cubic with the edge length h implying that
the total number of voxels is M3 = N3 where N = L=h. The boundary conditions are reflective
for the diffusion of the molecules at the boundary of Ω.

3.1 Molecules in three dimensions
Consider the same reversible reaction as in (7). In the mesoscopic model it is

A + B
ka;meso



kd;meso

C: (13)

The copy numbers of A;B; and C in voxel !ijk are denoted by aijk; bijk; and cijk, respectively.
The reaction rate for the forward reaction is �f = ka;mesoaijkbijk and for the backward reaction
�b = kd;mesocijk.

Molecular motion is modeled by transfering a molecule in a voxel !ijk to one of its nearest
neighbors in the x; y; and z directions !i�1;j;k, !i;j�1;k, or !i;j;k�1. When A3 in !ijk diffuses to
!i;j;k+1 the change of the state can be written as a reaction

A3ijk
�ijk�! A3i;j;k+1: (14)

The diffusion rate �ijk in the positive k-direction for a molecule A3 with copy number a3ijk in
!ijk is D3a3ijk=h

2.
Given these rates, one trajectory of the chemical system in Ω is simulated by the Stochastic

Simulation Algorithm (SSA) due to Gillespie (13) or improvements of it suitable for spatial
problems like the Next Subvolume Method (NSM) (6; 7). The time for the next event in the
system is sampled from exponential distributions determined by the reaction and diffusion rates
�f ; �b; and �ijk.

3.2 Molecules in one dimension
Let the geometry of the polymer in 3D be given by

(u) = (x(u); y(u); z(u))T ; u 2 [0; umax]: (15)

The polymer is discretized by approximating it with a polygon �(s). The corners of the polygon
are at

(xm; ym; zm) = (x(um); y(um); z(um)); m = 1; : : : ;M1 � 1;
u0 = 0 < u1 < : : : < uM1�1 < uM1 = smax:

(16)

The length of a straight segment �m on the polygon �(s) is

∆sm =
p

(xm � xm�1)2 + (ym � ym�1)2 + (zm � zm�1)2:

The polygon interpolates the polymer at ui such that (ui) = �(si) where si = si�1 +∆si; s0 =
0.
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Introduce grid points vi�1 and vi at the midpoints of �i�1 and �i. Let ∆vi = vi � vi�1 and
use a finite difference method to discretize the space derivative in the diffusion equation (5).
Then we have at vi in �i

@tp1i = D1

�
2

∆vi+1(∆vi+1 + ∆vi)
p1;i+1 � 2

∆vi+1∆vi
p1i + 2

∆vi(∆vi+1 + ∆vi)
p1;i�1

�
(17)

The coefficient multiplying p1;i+1 is the rate for a jump of a molecule from �i to �i+1 and
the diffusion rate from �i to �i�1 is the coefficient in front of p1;i�1. If the discretization
is equidistant, then the diffusion rates for jumps to �j+1 and �j�1 are D1=∆s2. The same
coefficients are obtained by a standard finite element method with linear basis functions.

3.3 Interaction with the polymer
The segments �j are surrounded by cylinders �j for the coupling of the Cartesian mesh in Ω and
the polygon �(s), see Figure 1(a). The radius of �j is rc and the surfaces at the top and bottom
of the cylinder are planar. There is a plane Pj�1 defined by �j�1 and �j if they do not lie on a
straight line. The bisector of �j�1 and �j through �(sj�1) specifies another plane P?j�1 which
is orthogonal to Pj�1. If �j�1 and �j are on the same straight line, then the normal of P?j�1
is given by �j�1 or �j . The intersections of the circular surface of �j and the two orthogonal
planes P?j�1 at �(sj�1) and P?j at �(sj) define the end surfaces of �j . The radius rc of �j is
chosen such that �r2

c = h2. In this way, the spatial resolution around the polymer is similar to
the resolution in space.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) The discretized polymer (blue) is surrounded by a cylindrical surface (green). The cylinders
are separated by bisector planes (red). (b) Definition of the quantities for derivation of the curvature
constraint.

For �j to be non-degenerate, rc has to be sufficiently small. Consider the planar configuration
in Figure 1(b). The curve (u) = (x(u); y(u)) is approximately orthogonal to the perpendicular
planes P?j�1 and P?j bounding �j from the left and the right. The derivatives of x(u) and y(u)
with respect to u are denoted by xu and yu and xuj = xu(uj) and yuj = yu(uj). Then we have

yu;j�1

xu;j�1
� tan(�) = ∆x�

rc
; � yuj

xuj
� tan(�) = ∆x�

rc
:
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Locally, let x(u) = u such that xu = 1 and x(uj) � x(uj�1) � ∆s. Then for a non-degenerate
cylinder the requirement is

∆x� + ∆x� � ∆s) rc(yu;j�1 � yuj) � �rc∆syuu . ∆s:

Hence, for small angles � and � the conclusion is that rc = h=
p
� . 1=jyuuj � 1=� = R where

� is the curvature of  and R is the radius of curvature. The radius of the cylinders should not
exceed the radius of curvature of the polymer and the background mesh should be sufficiently
fine to resolve the polymer.

The reaction corresponding to (10) in the mesoscopic model for association with and disso-
ciation from P is

A3 + P
ka;meso



kd;meso

A1 + P: (18)

The reaction rates in a voxel !i and a subvolume �j are determined by the coefficients ka;meso and
kd;meso and the copy numbers of A3 and A1. Let Vji denote the volume of the overlap between
�j and !i. Most Vji are zero. The volumes of �j and !i are Vj = j�j j = ∆sj�r

2
c = ∆sjh

2 and
Vi = j!ij = h3, respectively. By the definition of the volumes we have

M1X
j=1

Vji � Vi;

M3X
i=1

Vji = Vj : (19)

The first relation in (19) is an equality if !i is completely covered by cylinders �j .
The association reaction rate in �j due to A3 molecules in !i is denoted by �3ji. The total

rate in voxel i is �3i and the total rate in subvolume j is �3j . The copy number of A3 in !i is
a3i and there is one copy of P in (18). The expressions for the association rates are

�3ji = ka;meso
Vji
Vi

a3i; �3i = ka;meso

M1X
j=1

Vji
Vi

a3i � ka;mesoa3i; �3j = ka;meso

M3X
i=1

Vji
Vi

a3i; (20)

assuming a uniform distribution of A3 in !i.
The dissociation rate in !i due to molecules A1 on the polymer in �j is �1ij and the total

rates in !i and �j are �1i and �1j , respectively. With the copy number of A1 in �j denoted by
a1j , the dissociation rates are

�1ij = kd;meso
Vji
Vj

a1j ; �1i = kd;meso

M1X
j=1

Vji
Vj

a1j ; �1j = kd;meso

M3X
i=1

Vji
Vj

a1j = kd;mesoa1j : (21)

The rate in �j is kd;mesoa1j as expected.
Diffusion in 3D between the voxels is modeled as a reaction in (14). On the polymer, a A1

molecule moves from �j to �j�1 with the rate �j� in

A1j
�j+�! A1;j+1; A1j

�j��! A1;j�1: (22)

The diffusion coefficient �j� is the factor multiplying p1;j�1 in (17). Let the diffusion rate in
!i be �ij� due to a1j molecules of species A1 in �j . The accumulated diffusion in !i is denoted
by �i and the total diffusion in �j is �j . These rates are derived in the same way as in (21)

�i;j� = �j�
Vji
Vj

a1j ; �i =
M1X
j=1

(�j+ + �j�)Vji
Vj

a1j ; �j =
M3X
i=1

(�j+ + �j�)Vji
Vj

a1j = (�j+ + �j�)a1j :

(23)
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If the discretization of the polymer is equidistant with the length of a segment j�j j = ∆s, then
�j� = D1=∆s2 and the total diffusion rate from �j to �j+1 and �j�1 is �j = 2D1a1j=∆s2.

The propensity for a reaction event to take place in !i is by (20) and (21)

�Ri = �3i + �1i = ka;meso

M1X
j=1

Vji
Vi

a3i + kd;meso

M1X
j=1

Vji
Vj

a1j : (24)

The propensity for a diffusion event in !i is the diffusion propensity in 3D plus the diffusion on
the polymer in (23). If all �j are of equal length, then the propensity is

�Di = 6D3

h2 a3j + �i = 6D3

h2 a3j + 2 D1

∆s2

M1X
j=1

Vji
Vj

a1j : (25)

The total propensity for an event in !i is then �i = �Ri + �Di.
The common volume Vji of voxel !i and subvolume �j is often rather complicated to com-

pute by a deterministic method. An alternative is to approximate the volume by Monte Carlo
integration. In a voxel !i close to the polymer, generate uniformly distributed random numbers
and count the number of them also inside �j and divide by the total number in !i yielding an
estimate of Vji=Vi.

The algorithm for generating one trajectory of a chemical system with an embedded one
dimensional structure is a modification of the original NSM (6; 7). It is based on the derivations
above and is as follows:
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Algorithm 1 Modified Next Subvolume Method

(1) Initialize the number of molecules in the voxels and subvolumes at t = 0.

(2) Compute the reaction propensity function �Ri (24), the diffusion propensity function �Di
(25), and total propensity function �i for each voxel.

(3) Sample the exponentially distributed time ti to the first reaction or diffusion event in voxel
i with the rate �i.

(4) Find the smallest value among ti; i = 1; : : : ;M3; and denote it by tk. Then the next event
occurs in voxel k at time t := t + tk.

(5) Sample a uniformly distributed random number to determine if a chemical reaction or a
diffusion event occurs in voxel k.

(6) If a chemical reaction event occurs:

(a) Sample the chemical reaction that will take place.
(b) If the polymer is involved in the reaction, then sample subvolume �j with probability

�3jk=�3k if there is an association and �1kj=�1k if there is a dissociation, cf. (24).
(c) Update the number of molecules accordingly.
(d) Recalculate the propensity functions and the time to the next event for the voxels

involved in the reaction and if there is a reaction on the polymer, the voxels that
overlap the sampled subvolume.

(7) If a diffusion event occurs:

(a) Sample the molecular species that diffuses to an adjacent voxel or subvolume.
(b) If there is diffusion in space:

(i) Randomly choose one of the six directions and compute the index of the voxel k0
to which the molecule diffuses, cf. (25).

(ii) Update the number of molecules accordingly.
(iii) Recalculate the propensity functions and the time to the next event for voxels k

and k0.
(c) If there is diffusion on the polymer:

(i) Sample the subvolume �j and direction � or + with probability �k;j�=�k or
�k;j+=�k, cf. (23).

(ii) Update the number of molecules accordingly.
(iii) Recalculate the propensity functions and the time to the next event for voxels

which overlap subvolumes �j and �j�1 or �j+1.

(8) Find the smallest value among ti; i = 1; : : : ;M3; and denote it by tk. Then the next event
occurs in voxel k at time t := t + tk. If t � T go back to step (5), otherwise stop.

The NSM algorithm in (6) is modified in steps 6b, 6d, and 7c to handle reactions involving
the polymer and molecular motion on it. The method is stable in the sense that with only
diffusion events, the total number of molecules is preserved.

The algorithm is here given for two overlapping meshes, one Cartesian mesh in 3D for
molecules in space and one cylindrical mesh in 1D for the polymer, but it can be generalized
to any overlapping meshes. One possibility is to represent a curved membrane with a curved,
boundary conforming mesh, one subvolume thick and following the surface of the membrane.
Reactions between molecules in the voxels in the background Cartesian mesh and the membrane
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is then modeled in the overlapping region between the subvolumes and the voxels. A method for
deriving diffusion jump coefficients for membranes in Cartesian meshes is found in (20). Using
a shallow boundary conforming mesh at the membrane would be an alternative to that method.

By conversion formulas for diminishing h in (11; 12; 16), it is possible to recover the correct
mesoscopic behavior also for small h given the microscopic coefficients ka;micro and kd;micro.
The 2D formulas in polar coordinates are applicable for reactions involving the polymer. The
two formulas in (12) and (16) give similar results for larger h and as ka;micro increases, ka;meso

reaches its limit. In our numerical experiments in Section 4, the conversion in (16) is used.

4 Results
As a verification of Algorithm 1, we first compare mesoscopic simulations with numerical solu-
tions of the microscopic equations in Section 2. Then a mesoscopic model of diffusion on the
DNA and its vicinity and specific binding of transcription factors to the DNA is proposed based
on the theoretical and experimental evidence in (14; 23).

4.1 A straight polymer
A mesoscopic model of a straight polymer P along the diagonal of Ω between E = (0; 0; L) and
F = (L;L; 0) is illustrated in Figure 2. The line segment consists of identical subsegments �i
surrounded by cylindrical subvolumes in red.

(a)

Figure 2: Mesoscopic model of the polymer represented by a straight line segment (dashed black)
between E and F and surrounded by a cylinder (red) in the Cartesian mesh (blue).

Algorithm 1 is employed to generate realizations of the reaction-diffusion process. To com-
pute the volume intersections Vji, we take advantage of the special geometry of the polymer in
this model by using cylindrical coordinates with the z-axis along P . By discretizing the line
into identical subsegments, the subvolumes in the interior are identical cylinders with radius
rc = h=

p
� and height ∆s = Ls=M1 where Ls is the length and M1 is the number of subseg-

ments. The discretization parameters in the examples are M1 = 35; N = 20, L = 3 � 10�6;
and h = 1:5 � 10�7. The association and dissociation rates in the microscopic model are
ka;micro = kd;micro = 5 � 10�13. In the mesoscopic simulation, ka;meso = 3:94 � 10�13 per area in
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the discretization in 2D or 3:94�10�13=h2 = 17:5115 by the conversion formula in (16) and kd;meso

is chosen such that kd;micro=ka;micro = kd;meso=ka;meso. The time interval is [0; T ] = [0; 0:1] at
both levels of approximation and the diffusion coefficients are D3 = D1 = 10�12 and � defined
in Section 2.3 is 1:005 � 10�9.

4.1.1 Intermediate distance

At t0 = 0, 104 molecules of species A3 in (10) are released in the voxel !i with midpoint coor-
dinate (0:475L; 0:525L; 0:525L). In the microscopic model, the molecule A3 is placed initially
at a distance r0 = 1:2247 � 10�7 from P equal to the distance from the midpoint of !i to the
polymer. In this case, r0 � 0:8h.

Introduce cylindrical coordinates (r; �; z) around P in the microscopic model with z along the
cylinder. The PDF satisfies the Smoluchowski equation (1) with boundary condition (11) where
(n; �; s) = (r; �; z). The distribution pr(r; tjr0; t0) in the r-direction satisfies the Smoluchowski
equation in 2D

@tpr = D3(@
2pr
@r2 + 1

r

@pr
@r

); (26)

with initial condition

pr(r; t0jr0; t0) = �(r � r0); (27)

and boundary conditions

lim
r!1

pr(r; tjr0; t0) = 0; (28)

2��D3
@pr
@r

����
r=�

= ka;micropr(�; tjr0; t0)� k0d;micropr(�; tjr0; t0): (29)

In (29), k0d;micro = kd;micro=h
2 = 22:2222. The initial position of the molecule is at r0 in (27).

The probability for the molecule to be far away from P vanishes (28), and (29) is the boundary
condition for association to P and dissociation from P . The probability that the molecule is at
r0 initially and on the polymer at t is denoted by pr(�; tjr0; t0). It is defined by pr for r > �
and is related to p1 in (12) as follows

pr(�; tjr0; t0) = 1�
Z 1

�

pr(r; tjr0; t0) 2�rdr =
Z smax

0
p1(s; tjx0; t0) ds:

The Smoluchowski equation (26), (27), (28), and (29) is solved numerically with a second order
finite difference formula.

One hundred trajectories of the mesoscopic model are generated and the average distance
r for 104 independent molecules at T = 0:1 is computed. The distribution of the molecules
at T is compared to 2�rpr with pr from (26) in Figure 3(a). The PDF is approximated by
the mesoscopic simulations in the histogram. The number of molecules on the polymer is zero
initially. By diffusion in space and the source terms in (12), the number of A1 molecules grows
on P . The diffusion in space and along the polymer has the same rate and the distribution of
A1 will be Gaussian � exp(�(s � s0)2=4D1T ) where s0 is the s-coordinate for the release of
the A3 molecules. The mesoscopic data are scaled such that the area of the histogram equals 1
which is the integral of the Gaussian in Figure 3(b). The agreement is very good between the
mesoscale and microscale models in Figure 3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: The distributions of molecules obtained by mesoscale simulations (blue) and the microscopic
Smoluchowski equation (red) at time T = 0:1 with an intermediate initial distance to the polymer. (a)
Distribution of molecule A3 in the radial direction. (b) Distribution of molecule A1 on P .

The average number of A1 in the mesoscopic model at T = 0:1 is 284:88. In the microscopic
model, the probability of finding molecule A3 in free space reaches 0.9715. Hence, the probability
pr(�; tjr0; t0) of finding a molecule on P is 0:0285 and the expected copy number of A1 is 285.
The relative error in the mesoscopic copy number of A1 compared to the microscopic number
is much less than one percent.

4.1.2 Longer distance

The starting position has a larger r0 in this experiment. In the mesoscopic simulation, 104

molecules of A3 are placed in the voxel with midpoint at (0:725L; 0:525L; 0:525L). The equiva-
lent initial position in the microscopic model is r0 = 4:8990 �10�7 � 3:3h. The other parameters
are the same as in Section 4.1.1. The comparisons are displayed in Figure 4. The scaling of the
histogram in Figure 4(b) is the same as in Figure 3(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: The distributions of molecules obtained by mesoscale simulations (blue) and the microscopic
Smoluchowski equation (red) with a long initial distance to the polymer. (a) Distribution of molecule
A3. (b) Distribution of molecule A1 on P .

A good agreement between the mesoscopic and the microscopic models is observed again.
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The copy number a1 of A1 predicted by the microscopic solution is 74. In the mesoscopic
simulation, the number of A1 is 74.17 with the conversion formula for ka;meso from (16). The
dependence of a1 on ∆s = L=M1 is weak in Table 1 and the variation is due to the Monte Carlo
simulation with the number of samples used here.

M1 25 30 35 40 45
a1 73.72 74.38 74.17 73.77 74.26

Table 1: The number of A1 molecules for different discretizations of the polymer.

4.1.3 Short distance

In order to test the sensitivity in the mesoscale model to the spatial resolution near the poly-
mer, 104 A3 molecules are initially located in a voxel with a midpoint on the polymer at
(0:525L; 0:525L; 0:525L). The smallest possible value of r0 in the microscopic model is � imply-
ing that initially A3 touches the polymer but no association with the polymer has occurred.

The PDFs obtained from the mesoscopic and the microscopic models with r0 = � do not agree
very well. The copy number of A1 is 1921 in the microscopic model and 400.82 in the mesoscopic
model. The discrepancy is explained by the assumption of having a uniform distribution of A3
in a voxel. For high precision in the initial position in the mesoscopic model, the voxels have to
be small in the vicinity of the polymer. This is necessary when r0 is small since the microscopic
PDF is sensitive to r0. Instead of refining the mesh, an average distance from the polymer
ravg is determined for molecules in the voxel with the initial distribution of A3. Then take
r0 = ravg in the Smoluchowski equation. The average distance is calculated by a Monte Carlo
method with 104 coordinates inside the voxel resulting in ravg = 5:5987 � 10�8 � 0:4h. A much
better agreement is then observed in Figure 5 in the comparison between the PDFs computed
by the mesoscopic and the microscopic models. The copy number of molecule A1 is 381 in the
microscopic model and 400.82 in the mesoscopic model.

Figure 5: The distributions of molecules obtained by mesoscale simulations (blue) and the microscopic
Smoluchowski equation (red) with a short initial distance to the polymer using r0 = 5:5987 � 10�8 in
the microscopic model

4.2 Two parallel polymers
Two straight polymers are studied in this example. The purpose is to see how the PDF in
space is influenced by the presence of the polymers. The line segments can be located anywhere
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inside the simulation domain Ω in the mesoscopic model. There are many A-molecules in the
system and they all move, attach to the polymer, and diffuse there independently. However,
the governing PDE in the microscopic model is rather complicated to solve numerically with
an arbitrary orientation of the polymers. By restricting the configuration to two parallel line
segments, the Smoluchowski equation can be solved by a finite difference method in a bipolar
coordinate system (2, p. 97) where the boundary condition (11) is applied at one coordinate
being two different constants corresponding to the radius r = � of the two polymers.

4.2.1 The microscopic model

The Smoluchowski equation is solved in the bipolar cylindrical coordinate system (u; v; y) (2, p.
97) defined by

x = a
sinh v

cosh v � cosu
; y; z = a

sinu
cosh v � cosu

; (30)

where u 2 [0; 2�], v 2 (�1;1) and y 2 (�1;1). It follows from the identities below that the
curves of constant u and v are circles in the xz-plane

x2 + (z � a cotu)2 = a2 csc2 u; (31)
(x� a coth v)2 + z2 = a2csch2v: (32)

Equation (32) defines a circle whose center is at (a coth v; 0) with the radius a csch v. Thus, by
choosing appropriate values of a and v we have two cylinders in the 3D space and can state the
boundary conditions at v = �vc.

With the distance between the cylinders equal to L=q, the equations to solve are

� = a csch v; L=q = 2a coth v; (33)

with solutions

v = �vc; vc = ln

 
L +

p
L2 + 4q2�2

2q�

!
; a = �

csch v
: (34)

The governing PDE in the uv-space is (see (2, p. 76))

@tp3 = f(u; v)
�
@2p3

@u2 + @2p3

@v2

�
; f(u; v) = D3

(cosh v � cosu)2

a2 ; (35)

with initial condition

p3(u; v; t0ju0; v0; t0) = �(u� u0)�(v � v0); (36)

and boundary conditions for an associative event

2��D3
�
g1(u; v)@p

@u
+ g2(u; v)@p

@v

�����
v=vc

= kap(u; vc; t);

2��D3
�
g1(u; v)@p

@u
+ g2(u; v)@p

@v

�����
v=�vc

= kap(u;�vc; t);
p(0; v; t) = p(2�; v; t);

(37)

where
g1(u; v) = �(cosh v � cosu)

p
(sinh v)2 + (sinu)2=a sinu cosh v;

g2(u; v) = �(cosh v � cosu)
p

(sinh v)2 + (sinu)2=a sinh v cosu:
(38)

The finite domain is (u; v) 2 [0; 2�]� [�vc; vc].
The Smoluchowski PDE is solved numerically with a second order finite difference method

on a Cartesian grid in the uv-plane.
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4.2.2 Low association rate

In this section, the results obtained from mesoscopic simulations and the microscopic PDE
solution are compared with respect to the distribution of the molecules. The model parameters
are L = Ls = 3�10�6, � = 1:005�10�9, N = 20, M1 = 20, T = 0:1, D3 = 10�12, and kd;micro = 0.
The end coordinates of the two segments are E = (L=2; L; 2L=3), F = (L=2; 0; 2L=3), and
E0 = (L=2; L; L=3) and F 0 = (L=2; 0; L=3), see Figure 6. The distance between the polymers is
L=3 implying that q = 3 in (33).

Figure 6: The mesoscopic model with two polymers EF and E0F 0 and space discretization with N = 5
and M1 = 7.

The initial position of the molecule is (u; v; y) = (�; 0; L=2) in the microscopic model at the
midpoint of Ω and between the polymers. Since there is no voxel with its midpoint at (�; 0; L=2)
when N = 20, 104 molecules are uniformly distributed in the eight voxels surrounding the
midpoint of Ω. The results using 104 molecules in one trajectory are equal to simulation of one
molecule in 104 trajectories since the molecules are independent. The association rate in the
microscopic model is ka;micro = 5 �10�13. As in Section 4.1, the rate per h2 is ka;meso = 17:5155
using the 2D formula in (16) and kd;meso is chosen to be 0. The assumption in (16) is that
there is only one straight polymer in Ω but the conversion formula is accurate as long as the
interaction between the two polymers here is weak.

The PDE (35) with boundary conditions (37) is solved numerically in the uv-plane and
transfered to the xz-system in Figure 7(a). The solution is almost a Gaussian distribution as
we would have if there were no polymers. The reason is that the association rate is low. The
numbers of molecules in the columns of voxels parallel to the polymers in the y-direction are
summed in the 20�20 grid in the xz-plane and displayed in Figure 7(b) after scaling. The level
curves are similar with both methods. A possible improvement would be to increase the grid
resolution in the numerical solution of (35) from the 81� 51 grid points used here, in particular
close to the polymers at v = �vc. At the v boundaries, the functions g1 and g2 in (38) are
singular at two points when u 2 [0; 2�] calling for a very fine mesh or special treatment there
for good accuracy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Isolines of the PDF in the xz-plane around the two polymers at (1:5; 1)�10�6 and (1:5; 2)�10�6.
(a) Solution of the Smoluchowski equation. (b) Solution using the mesoscopic model.

4.2.3 High association rate

In this experiment, the values of the parameters are the same except for a larger association
rate in order to observe perturbations in the Gaussian distribution around the polymers. We
choose ka;micro = 5 � 10�7 and kd;micro = 0 yielding ka;meso = 82:6965 and kd;meso = 0. These
values are not realistic in a real living cell but are used to test the algorithm. Without a major
effort, the numerical solution of the Smoluchowski equation cannot be obtained for this ka;micro

due to the strict requirements on the mesh close to the polymers and the stiffness there.
The distribution of A3 from the mesoscopic simulations is displayed in Figure 8 in projections

in the xz-plane, the xy-plane, and the yz-plane. In Figure 8(a), the perturbations are observed
around the (x; z) points (1:5; 1) �10�6 and (1:5; 2) �10�6 which are the positions of the polymers.
The perturbation along a single polymer is accumulated along the y-axis to make it sufficiently
large to be visible. The perturbations along the polymer in Figures 8(b) and 8(c) are not as
clear. An even larger association rate is needed to observe the perturbations of the Gaussian
there. However, there is a limit of the reaction rate in the mesoscopic model (11; 16). Our
ka;meso is quite close to that limit.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Isolines of the projected PDF in different planes around the two polymers. (a) xz-plane. (b)
xy-plane. (c) yz-plane.

4.3 Arbitrarily oriented polymers
In this section, the algorithm is applied to more complicated polymer configurations. The
polymer is a circle in the first example and a spiral in the second one. The microscopic association
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and dissociation rates ka;micro = kd;micro = 5 �10�13 yield ka;meso = kd;meso = 3:94 �10�13=h2 =
17:5155 for the given mesh in the mesoscopic model as in Section 4.1. The assumption is also here
that the conversion formulas from the microscale to the mesoscale are accurate despite the fact
that they are derived for a polar coordinate system instead of a general curved system. A finite
difference solution of the PDE in Section 2.1 for the circle is possible using a toroidal coordinate
system (2, p. 112) and a finite element solution around the spiral using an unstructured mesh is
also viable but would require substantial implementation and computational efforts for accurate
solutions. Mesoscopic simulation and averaging over many trajectories as in Figure 7 are an
alternative way of obtaining approximations of the PDFs satisfying the Smoluchowski equation.
A computational effort is still necessary using mesoscopic simulation but Algorithm 1 is easily
programmed and mesh generation is simple.

4.3.1 Circle

A circular polymer with radius R is embedded in 3D space. The mesoscopic discretization of it
is found in Figure 9(a). The projection in the circle plane of a cylindrical subvolume �i around
the segment �i is defined by the quadrilateral with the corners a1; a2; a3; a4. The quotients
Vji=Vi and Vji=Vj in Section 3.3 are calculated by a Monte Carlo method utilizing the special
structure of the circle.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) A circle (dashed red) in 2D and its discretization. (b) A histogram of the number of
molecules A1 on the circle and the average number.

The radius of the circle is R = 0:239L. The center of the circle coincides with the midpoint
of Ω. The number of subvolumes M1 is 30 with � = 2�=M1 and ∆s = 2R sin(�=2). At t = 0, 104

independent A3 molecules are uniformly distributed in the eight voxels around the midpoint of
Ω. The distribution is close to uniform at T = 0:1 in Figure 9(b) as expected by symmetry.

To compare results obtained with the mesoscopic simulations to the corresponding micro-
scopic model we have also simulated the system according to the GFRD algorithm described in
(17). The new position of a molecule or a reaction is sampled from a probability distribution
with a PDF satisfying a Smoluchowski equation.

A torus is generated by letting a circle with radius � = 1:005 � 10�9 revolve around the
circle defined as above. There is no known analytical solution for the PDF for a single molecule
in space interacting with a torus. Although it would be possible to solve the corresponding
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Smoluchowski equation numerically with for instance a finite difference method, it would be
fairly complicated and involve a substantial computational effort as noted above. Instead, the
molecules diffuse in free space until they are within a distance d to the torus. Thus, if the
distance is larger than d, we choose a time step ∆t and update the positions of the molecules by
sampling from a normal distribution. To ensure that the molecules are unlikely to react with
the torus during this time step, we choose ∆t such that the standard deviation of the normal
distribution

p
6D3∆t is much smaller than the distance to the torus, dcyl.

When a molecule is close to the torus and d > dcyl, the torus is approximated by a straight
cylinder. The algorithm described in (17) is then directly applicable using the 2D Smoluchowski
equation (26) to determine the PDF to sample from. Since � is much smaller than the radius R
of the circle, this will be a good approximation for a sufficiently short time. This methodology
works also for more general polymers. We have chosen d = 4� and ∆t = d2

cyl=(25 � 6D3) for
dcyl > d. For d > dcyl, we choose ∆t = 10�4 and sample a new distance to the torus by solving
the Smoluchowski equation (26) numerically with a finite difference method. During this time
step the molecule can react with the torus.

The system is simulated until time T = 4:9 s, with ka;micro as above and kd;micro = 0. We
have then computed, mesoscopically and microscopically, the effective reaction rate q, defined
as the proportion of free molecules A3 having reacted with the torus per second and become A1
for discrete time points t < T . The molecules are initially placed uniformly in the eight voxels
surrounding the midpoint of the domain. As we can see in Figure 10, this affects the effective
rate initially, since the molecules start close to the circle. After about a second, they have had
time to spread in the domain, and the rate settles and is constant throughout the rest of the
simulation, as expected. The mesoscopic and microscopic simulations are in good agreement.
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Fig. 10: Comparison between the effective reaction rate in mesoscopic and microscopic simulations.

4.3.2 Spiral

A more general geometry is a spiral (u) defined by the coordinates

x =
�

1
4

cosu + 1
2

�
L; y =

�
1
4

sinu + 1
2

�
L; z = 1

4�
uL; (39)
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where 0 � u � 4�. The cylinder of radius rc with the polymer in the center is depicted in
Figure 11(a) by plotting dots at the coordinates used in the Monte Carlo evaluation of Vji=Vj .
The spiral is a general structure of the polymer.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: (a) Volume rendering of the cylinder around the spiral by the sample points in the Monte
Carlo integration. (b) The PDF of A1 on the spiral. (c) A projection of the PDF of A3 in the yz-plane.
(d) Projection of the geometry in the yz plane with initial position of the A1 molecules (red).

The number of subvolumes M1 on the spiral after discretization is 66. The volumes of !i
and �j are approximately equal. Initially, 104 molecules of species A1 are placed on the spiral
in a subvolume whose midpoint coordinates are (0:7477L; 0:4763L; 0:4924L).

The distribution of A1 on the polymer is shown in Figure 11(b). The histogram is the result
of the mesoscopic simulation and the red curve is a Gaussian � exp(�(s� s0)2=4D1T ) where s0
is the s-coordinate for the release of the A1 molecules. The copy number of A3 is projected in
the yz-plane in Figure 11(c). The distribution is close to normal but slightly perturbed along
the spiral. An explanation is given by comparing the PDF with the projected geometry of the
spiral in Figure 11(d). The A1 molecules are initialized at the red spot. The spread of A1 in
Figure 11(b) is about 2 �10�6. Then the expected perturbation of the spatial distribution occurs
on the line between (y; z) = (0:8; 1:2) � 10�6 and (2:2; 1:7) � 10�6. This is what we observe in
Figure 11(c).
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4.4 Diffusion with roadblocks
The polymer P models a part of a bacterial DNA strand in this example. A transcription factor
A1 reacts with a specific binding site B, diffuses in space as A3, is bound non-specifically to the
DNA, and diffuses on the DNA. The diffusion of A1 on P is blocked by repressor roadblocks
R1 which cannot be passed in one dimension (23). The repressor molecules either have a fixed
position on P or move by diffusion on P . The transcription factor can dissociate from the DNA
and associate with other parts of the DNA in the search for the specific binding site (14). In a
living cell, the copy number of each transcription factor is low. We are interested in the time
when an initially free transcription factor binds to the specific binding site and when an initially
bound transcription factor leaves the neighborhood of the section of the DNA where it was
bound.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: The DNA as a polymer between E and F and a specific binding site B (red). (a) The
transcription factors A3 in space (blue) and A1 on DNA (yellow) and two fixed roadblocks R1 (black).
(b) The distance Lrb between the specific site B (red) and two fixed roadblocks (black) (top) and one
fixed roadblock (bottom).

4.4.1 Fixed roadblocks

The domain Ω and its discretization are the same as in the previous sections. The DNA is
modeled as a straight, diagonal polymer P denoted by EF in Figure 12(a). The polymer is
partitioned into identical subsegments. A specific binding site B is located on P at a fixed
position with one or two fixed roadblocks of species R1, see Figure 12(a). The distance between
B and R1 is Lrb in Figure 12(b). Transcription factors A3 diffuse in space and may be attached
to DNA in a non-specific binding. When a transcription factor A1 is bound to the DNA, it
diffuses along the DNA, and binds to B but it cannot pass the roadblocks. It may also be
released from P and return to 3D space as A3. The association, dissociation, and binding
events are characterized by the following reactions

A3 + P
ka


kd

A1 + P; A1 + B
kbind�! AB; (40)

where ka and kd are the association and dissociation rates and kbind is the rate for the binding
of the transcription factor to the specific binding site where they form the compound AB. We
are interested in the time tbind it takes for a free A3 to bind to the specific site B and how tbind
varies with Lrb.
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In the numerical experiment, the coordinates of the line segment are E = (0; 0; L) and
F = (L;L; 0), where L is the side length of the cube Ω, see Figure 2. The line segment is
partitioned into M1 = 35 subsegments �j of equal length.

For each value of Lrb, we simulate the time tbind and analyze how tbind depends on Lrb. In
each simulation, 10 molecules A3 are initialized in the voxel with the midpoint (0:475L; 0:475L; 0:475L).
This voxel overlaps with the subvolume with B. We expect a short binding time since the initial
position of the transcription factor is close to the specific binding site. The model parameters
are ka;micro = 5 � 10�13 and kd;micro = 1:0813 � 104 yielding ka;meso = kd;meso = 1:057 � 104, the
specific binding coefficient kbind;meso = 2 � 105, the diffusion constants in space and on DNA are
D3 = D1 = 10�12 and L = 1:36 � 10�7. The length of ∆s = L

p
3=M1 = 6:7 � 10�9 � 20 bp where

bp is one base pair on DNA. The length of one bp is 0:34 � 10�9.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13: (a) The average value of tbind for two roadblocks (blue) and one roadblock (red) for different
distances Lrb. (b) The standard deviation of tbind for two roadblocks (blue) and one roadblock (red) for
different distances Lrb. (c) The binding time tbind in 1000 consecutive realizations with Lrb = 120 bp.
(d) The histogram of tbind in logarithmic scale in 104 realizations with Lrb = 120 bp.

In Figure 13(a), the average value of tbind for one and two roadblocks in 104 realizations
is shown with the corresponding value of Lrb given in bp. For Lrb greater than the average
sliding distance & =

p
2D1=kd;meso � 41 bp, tbind is about 0.01 with one or two roadblocks.

When Lrb < &, tbind increases for both one and two roadblocks and faster for two roadblocks
as expected from the analytical formulas and Figure S13D in (14). The standard deviation in
tbind is quite large in Figure 13(b), even larger than the average of tbind, which is apparent in
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the variation in tbind in Figure 13(c). The PDF of tbind is approximated in Figure 13(d) by a
histogram with data from 104 trajectories. A majority of the binding times are very short and
there is another peak at the mean value. The initial position of the transcription factor is close
to the DNA here. Randomly chosen coordinates for it at t0 would increase tbind and lower the
variation.

4.4.2 Moving roadblocks

In a more elaborate model, the repressor roadblock molecule R1 diffuses on the DNA as il-
lustrated in Figure 14(a). The simulation domain Ω and its discretization are the same as in
Section 4.4.1. The straight polymer P modeling the DNA is here located on a line parallel to
one of the coordinate axes.

The distance between the midpoints vj on the subsegments �j is ∆v away from the specific
binding site B. The grid is refined with a midpoint distance of �v = ∆v=Ms close to B for
an improved resolution of the DNA there. With Ms = 20 here, �v � 1 bp. The total length
of the refinement in the middle of the polymer is 5∆v, see Figure 14(b). The diffusion jump
coefficients are given by (17).

If a roadblock R1 or the transcription factor A1 occupies one of the smaller subsegments,
then it blocks also the neighboring b(Ms � 1)=2c (9 here) smaller subsegments to the left and
d(Ms � 1)=2e (10 here) to the right for other A1 or R1. Both A1 and R1 cover Ms�v � 20 bp.
This is a way of simulating crowding in 1D with molecules of length Ms�v on the DNA and not
allowing molecules to pass each other. In the larger subsegments, A1 is not permitted to enter a
subsegment with a R1 molecule, thus preventing motion across a roadblock. The reactions can
be written as

A3 + P
ka1


kd1

A1 + P; A1 + B
ka2


kd2

AB: (41)

At t = 0, the bond between A1 and B is broken and A1 diffuses away from B or rebinds to
B. The molecule A1 is initially in the same subsegment as B. We are interested in the elapsed
time texit for A1 to dissociate from P to become A3 and leave a cylinder of radius La around
P . It may rebind to B several times before it leaves the neighborhood of this part of the DNA
strand and approaches another one. The roadblocks R1 diffuse on the DNA and stay there and
the copy number of them vary in the experiments. Their initial positions at t = 0 are chosen
from a uniform distribution on the polymer. The molecules involved in the model are depicted
in Figure 14(a).

The diffusion rate of A3 is D3 = 3�10�12 and the reaction rates with P are ka1;micro = 5�10�13

and kd1;micro = 2:5 � 10�14. On the polymer, the diffusion rate of A1 and R1 is D1 = 4:6 � 10�14.
The dissociation rate kd2 is chosen such that the mean time of existence of AB is 60 s. By
the formulas in (16), the mesoscopic rates scaled by 1=h2 are ka1;meso = 1:0731 � 104 and
kd1;meso = 540:39 satisfying kd1;micro=ka1;micro = kd1;meso=ka1;meso for this discretization of the
domain and the polymer and the binding rate is chosen to be ka2;meso = 2 � 105. The radius �
of the DNA is 1:0 � 10�9 and the voxel size h is 6:8� for the conversion of ka;micro to ka;meso in
(16) to be applicable. The exit radius La is 2h = 1:36 � 10�8.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14: (a) The repressors R1 on DNA acting as moving roadblocks (black), and a transcription
factor A1 (yellow) recently released from B (red). (b) Discretization of the DNA with fine resolution
(red line) around B (red) with a transcription factor (yellow) and repressors partly overlapping two
large subsegments. (c) The exit time texit in 1000 simulations for different number of repressors R1 on
DNA.

The system is simulated until texit for different number of R1 molecules. The average texit
from 1000 trajectories is found in Figure 14(c). The average time increases approximately
linearly with the number of repressors. After an association reaction A1 + B ! AB, the
transcription factor is bound to the site for 60 s and is then released and can diffuse again on
the DNA or in space. Almost all the linear variation in the elapsed time for different numbers
of R1 is due to rebinding events to the specific site. With more repressors on the DNA, the
transcription factor on the DNA finds the binding site more often because of more roadblocks
impeding its motion on the DNA.
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5 Discussion
A method for simulation of stochastic, mesoscopic models in molecular biology has been de-
veloped where diffusion and reactions on one dimensional structures are embedded in three
dimensional space. The NSM (6; 7) for Cartesian meshes is modified to include polymers such
as DNA of general shape in the simulation. The statistics from realizations of simple mesoscopic
models are compared to the PDFs for the same microscopic models with good agreement. The
method is applied to a model to study the effect of roadblocks in the vicinity of a specific binding
site on the DNA and the time it takes for a transcription factor to find the site or the time it
takes for it to leave the neighborhood of the DNA.

The mesh is Cartesian in the examples, but the algorithm is applicable also with an unstruc-
tured 3D mesh. The computation of the overlap volumes Vji in Section 3.3 is then slightly more
complicated but this is the only difference. Reactions and diffusion on two dimensional surfaces
of codimension 1 such as membranes can be handled in a similar manner as one dimensional lines
but would require some algorithmic extension. The submanifolds are assumed to be constant
in time here. The simulation of moving polymers and surfaces with reactions and diffusion on
them is a more complicated computational problem.
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